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Fairfield

V2K6XGBC in SSF stainless steel finish with gloss black chrome levers

Fairfield taps, showers and bathroom accessories are a balanced 

combination of the diverse formal design influences of the Arts and 

Crafts and Aesthetic Movements which flourished 

between 1880 and 1910

6766

V2K12GBC in SSF stainless steel finish with gloss black chrome levers
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Fairfield

6968

V2K47SB and V2K14SB in CP chrome plate finish

A contemporary bathroom in which the modern character has been accentuated by traditional design features.

Bringing classical detailing to a contemporary aesthetic was the core principle at the heart of this project. The 

brief given to Latham Interiors was to create an elegant feel while maintaining an overall sense of calm.

A muted grey tiling pattern provided a foundation of sophistication for a contemporary and sleek interior to 

be created. The free standing white bath, seamless shower and geometric accessories all exemplify the clean 

and unembellished design ethos at the core of many contemporary spaces.

Taking design cues from the Arts & Crafts movement, the flowing curvilinear facets of the Samuel Heath 

brassware are perfectly suited against the clean curved lines of the bath. The classical forms of the Fairfield 

collection coincide with the classically shaped vanity unit and traditional light fittings. The crystal levers exude 

luxury and the contemporary elements of the taps demonstrate the way in which tradition and contemporary 

aesthetics flow together in this luxurious, yet tranquil bathroom environment.

V2K14SB in CP chrome plate finish with black geometric crystal levers
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A classic Georgian home with a modern twist

Charlotte Conway Design has become synonymous with the creation of unique bathroom environments that utilise modern 

practices which accentuate the classic features of the homes Charlotte works with.

A keen collector of fine art and beautifully crafted bespoke furniture, the client wanted their dated Master en-suite to 

reflect their love of classical design, but with a modern twist.

This design showcases the very best of British craftsmanship; the Samuel Heath Swarovski crystal brassware glistens in the 

mood lit bathroom. Lighting has been carefully 

considered, to allow the clients to truly pamper 

themselves. The marriage between marble, 

crystal and mother of pearl present the utmost 

luxury and classical design.

In the second bathroom, Swarovski crystal levers 

have been employed again and in this context 

are perfectly suited to the bespoke designed 

mirror that accounts for much of the wall space 

in this bathroom. The lever controls and mirror 

like chrome finish ensure that the space feels 

light and open, creating a truly unique bath 

experience.

The gloss black chrome controls of Style 

Moderne fit comfortably in the third room, 

where the brassware and tiles are reminiscent 

of the luxurious 1920’s Art Deco aesthetic. The 

striking geometric lines of the wall mounted tap 

and concealed shower stand out against the 

curvilinear highlights that run through the tiles.

The final bathroom incorporates the minimalist 

Xenon collection which suits the understated 

and contemporary feel of this en-suite. The custom free standing stone basin helps to give the space an organic resonance 

and softens the angular forms and simplistic design of the taps and shower.

7170

Fairfield
featuring                                   and  XenonSTYLE MODERNE        

left: Fairfield V2K17SC wall mounted basin filler with L66 liquid soap dispenser also V202-TSC 

thermostatic shower valve, V164 wall outlet, V167 wall bracket, V941 hose and V182 hand shower 

with N156-GXL and N158-GXL corner shower baskets all in CP chrome plate finish

above: Style Moderne V602-TXB  thermostatic shower valve with V669-S ceiling tube and V663 shower head,

also V6K17XB wall mounted basin filler all in PN polished nickel finish

right: Xenon V117 wall mounted basin filler and L142 toothbrush holder both in CP chrome plate finish
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Contemporary styling creates a boutique feel in this 19th century cottage en-suite. 

This luxurious bathroom is the main en-suite in a period cottage dating back to 1824.

As part of a wider renovation project, the current residents were looking to 

complement the unique period features of the cottage with more contemporary 

styling, and wanted their bathroom to have a real ‘wow factor’, boutique hotel feel.

Combining minimalist and classic brassware, the couple mixed the crisp clean lines of 

a Samuel Heath Xenon shower rose, with the softer curves of Samuel Heath’s Fairfield 

collection for the shower valve and basin taps.

The hand-finished, carefully crafted brassware contrasts beautifully against the 

feature pearlescent  wall, chosen to offer a dramatic, bold design in the simple cottage

en-suite. The pearlescent effect reflects daylight or becomes iridescent with the LED 

coloured lights.

Challenged with covering conventionally uneven walls, large tiles were chosen for the 

main walls with floor and finger tiles used to wrap around the curve of the window 

reveal to create the perfect bathroom sanctuary.

7372
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When award winning design company,

Jestico + Whiles was commissioned to

specify the interior of the luxury five

star Villa Honegg Hotel at Ennetbürgen,

Switzerland, the company set out to renew

the guest experience in a way that would

reflect the hotel’s striking mountain setting.

Combining contemporary design with the

heritage of the beautiful period building,

the inspiration found in the panoramic lake

and mountain views from each bedroom

has been used to create stunning boutique

bathrooms for each guest, bringing an

element of the hotel’s grand setting inside.

Jestico + Whiles worked alongside Samuel 

Heath, using the dedicated service for 

designers and architects provided through

our London showroom at the Design

Centre Chelsea Harbour. The service

offers one-to-one support for any size

specification project, from initial product

selection through to project management.

The team from Samuel Heath worked with

the interior design company to specify

the guest bathrooms and spa areas.

Fairfield taps and showers were selected for

their classic motifs and rich character. 

Samuel Heath Fairfield showers are 

also featured in the spa, creating 

synergy between the wet room spaces.

Villa Honegg Hotel and Spa

Fairfield

7574
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Fairfield

Cross top - X Metal lever - M Ceramic lever - C

Wood lever - WGloss black chrome 
lever - GBC

Clear organic 
crystal lever - GC

Black organic 
crystal lever - GB

Clear geometric 
crystal lever - SC

Black geometric 
crystal lever - SB

Fairfield

7776
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Fairfield Fairfield

7978

V202-T
V203-T
V202-T requires V135-IS
(WRAS Approved in UK)
 
V203-T requires V132-IS

V261-T
requires V161-IS
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V201-T
requires V134-IS
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K1
V2K6
(V2K1 Valve WRAS Approved in UK)
Other configurations are available

V2K09
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K16
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K19
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K08
(WRAS Approved in UK)

Basin & Bidet

V2K13

Kitchen

V2K17
Requires wall installation kit
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K14 spout = 140mm long
V2K15 spout = 170mm long
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K12
(WRAS Approved in UK)

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

CP Chrome plate PN Polished nickel SSF Stainless 
steel finish

NL Non lacquered CTB City bronze CNB Country bronze AG Antique gold

V200-T2
requires V133-IS

V206-T2
requires V606-IS
(WRAS Approved in UK)
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Bath

V2K48
(WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K30 spout = 185mm - 225mm long
V2K31 spout = 252mm - 292mm long
Freestanding legs are available
(V2K30 WRAS Approved in UK)

V2K32 spout = 208mm long
V2K33 spout = 276mm long

V2K47
Requires wall installation kit
(WRAS Approved in UK)

Fairfield

N9537 N9534N9541

N9531

N9535

N9532 N9538

Fairfield

8180

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

CP Chrome plate PN Polished nickel SSF Stainless 
steel finish

NL Non lacquered CTB City bronze CNB Country bronze AG Antique gold
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N9551 451mm
N9551-A 603mm
N9551-B 755mm

N9552-A 603mm
N9552-B 755mm

N9561-A 610mm
N9561-B 755mm
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Fairfield Fairfield

N9543 640mm N9545
562mm x 610mm

N9560 
600mm x 600mm
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CP Chrome plate PN Polished nickel SSF Stainless 
steel finish
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